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WHAT’S THE NOMENCLATURE?

 Advancing Drug Safety Through Prospective Pharmacovigilance

-- Therapeutic Innovation & Regulatory Science (Pitts, Le Louet)

 The FDA and the Next Wave of Drug Abuse — Proactive 

Pharmacovigilance

-- New England Journal of Medicine (Throckmorton, Gottlieb, 

Woodcock)



IS PHARMACOVIGILANCE 
CHANGING WITH THE TIMES?

 … an effective system of pharmacovigilance for drugs ... must include

 the capacity to determine the reasons behind changing patterns of prescription-

drug use 

 and to elucidate the dynamics of misuse, abuse, and appropriate changes in 

prescribing.  (Throckmorton, et al.)

 We need to go beyond spontaneous reporting 

 and design systems that provide informed, evidence-based “signal 

anticipation.” 

 This will require a more progressive view of data generated via social media and 

other sources that present challenging signal-to-noise obstacles.  (Pitts, Le Louet)



NEW TIMES REQUIRE NEW STRATEGIES

 Confusion between tools and strategies ( Pharmacoepidemiology) 

• Pharmacoepidemiology is used for too many things such as signal 

detection and causality assessement 

• Lack of clinical drug utilization studies (safe use, risk minimization

strategies & assessments)

• Under utilization and disconnection of both real world data (validated) 

and real life data (social media, etc.)



BEYOND REAL WORLD DATA

 Thinking beyond spontaneous notification and epi studies

-- It can’t always be about “more data”

 What about “Real Life Data?”

-- Beyond social media

 What is the value of a weak signal?

-- And the value of AI in the process?



A BROADER VISION 
FOR RISK MANAGEMENT

 Better and Broader Contextualization

 Benefit = Risk Minimization of a Pathologic Condition

 Lack of Efficacy = Risk Minimization Failure

 RMP – Can one size fit all?  

 Can the Developing World « Leap-Frog? »

 Important role in clinical decision-making

 Redefine the role of Pharmacoepidemiology

• More useful for drug utilization studies rather than as an 
alternative to unclear signal characterization



QUIS CUSTODIET IPSOS CUSTODES

Through Sentinel, the FDA has considerable experience with the use of claims data, 

but claims data will not capture many of the clinical end points used to 

support new indications for approved drugs. 

EHRs can provide more granular clinical data, 

incl. laboratory results, imaging, and clinical assessments; 

however, EHR data are often unstructured and at times inconsistent due to 

entry variations across providers and health systems. 

This is not surprising because EHR data are not presently generated with 

research goals in mind. 

Real World Evidence and Real World Data for Evaluating Drug Safety and Effectiveness 

(Corrigan-Curay, Sacks, Woodcock)



A GLOBAL PROJECT 
TO ADDRESS A GLOBAL NEED

 How to design health care

• based on the needs and habits of patients,

• and provide regulators with not just more data but 

better data in context?



INVENTING THE FUTURE 
OF PHARMACOVIGILANCE

 We suggest an international effort under the tripartite chairmanship of 

• the World Health Organization, 

• the ICH (International Conference of Consensus)

• and the CIOMS (Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences) 

 to investigate, debate, and develop prototype programs for oncologic and 

other drugs approved 

 via emerging and evolving expedited review pathways based on more 

sensitive premarket metrics of risk potential 

taking into consideration (among other variables) drug developer sales 

projections for both on-and off-label indications. 



INVENTING THE FUTURE
OF PHARMACOVIGILANCE

 Based on these data sets, sponsor and agency would then develop a “Real 
World/Real Life Pharmacovigilance Score”

• a three-dimensional baseline prediction of likely adverse events based 
on projected volume and specific clinical use. 

 Such a score is of particular value for innovative, costly oncology medicines, 
since their use is, in the majority, of an off-label nature. 

 It will be an equally valuable tool for new biologics as well as for better 
capturing the safety and efficacy of both biosimilars and generic nonbiologic 
complex drugs.



INVENTING THE FUTURE
OF PHARMACOVIGILANCE

 Further research is needed to determine when large data sets and 

statistical methods are sufficient to correct for systematic bias in 

sampling, ascertainment, or missing data that may arise in 

observational studies

 a particular problem with retrospective studies in which less well-

characterized patients limit adjustments for confounders. 

Real World Evidence and Real World Data for Evaluating Drug Safety and Effectiveness 

(Corrigan-Curay, Sacks, Woodcock)



INVENTING THE FUTURE
OF PHARMACOVIGILANCE

 “Predictive pharmacovigilance” is a tool for both clinical 

value and value-based reimbursement. 

 The result of this program will be a design for validated tools 

and techniques for predictive pharmacovigilance design and 

implementation. 


